
 

UseCaseID PW019 
Module Election Worker 
SubModule  
Summary Election Worker Signature 

Description Need a field to store Election Worker’s signature image like voter’s signature.  

Trigger Users can scan signature image from application, timecard, etc… 

Precondition  User has required Security Level in Election Worker module to attach image of signature to 
Election Worker record. 

ExpectedResult Election Worker signature image will be stored and can be viewed in the Election Worker 
Module.  
 

DetailedProcessFlow Election Worker has no existing signature 
1. User will click “Add Signature” button from Worker Screen.  
2.  System will allow User to navigate to the folder and find the scanned image  
3. User will find the image and click Add 
4. System will link the image and save image to the worker record. 
5. The signature button will be bolded to stand out when there is a signature attached.   

 
       Election Worker has the wrong signature on file 

6. If there is s signature attached, a button “Replace Signature” should be available to   
replace or delete existing signature ONLY on the Worker module.  The Voter signature 
can NEVER be altered in the Election Worker Module.   

7. The system should update and save the changes to the fields that were checked when 
the OK button is pressed.  

AlternateFlow  
Parent  
Requirements UC-PW019-01 EMS shall allow User to upload and attach image of signature to the worker     

record. 
UC-PW019-02 EMS shall allow User to download image of signature from the voter’s record 

and attach it to Workers record.   
UC-PW019-03 EMS shall allow User to replace image signature to the worker records.  
UC-PW019-04 Voter’s signature should never be altered even if the Election Worker’s 

signature is updated or deleted. 
UC-PW019-05 EMS shall allow display of signature by providing signature button. 
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